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ABSTRACT

JavaScript is widely used for writing client-side web applications and is getting increasingly popular for writing mobile applications. However, unlike C, C++, and Java, there are not that many tools available for analysis and testing of JavaScript applications. In this paper, we present a simple yet powerful framework, called JALANGI, for writing heavyweight dynamic analyses. Our framework incorporates two key techniques: 1) selective record-replay, a technique which enables to record and to faithfully replay a user-selected part of the program, and 2) shadow values and shadow execution, which enables easy implementation of heavy-weight dynamic analyses. Our implementation makes no special assumption about JavaScript, which makes it applicable to real-world JavaScript programs running on multiple platforms. We have implemented concolic testing, an analysis to track origins of nulls and undefined, a simple form of taint analysis, an analysis to detect likely type inconsistencies, and an object allocation profiler in JALANGI. Our evaluation of JALANGI on the SunSpider benchmark suite and on five web applications shows that JALANGI has an average slowdown of 26X during recording and 30X slowdown during replay and analysis. The slowdowns are comparable with slowdowns reported for similar tools, such as PIN and Valgrind for x86 binaries. We believe that the techniques proposed in this paper are applicable to other dynamic languages.
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1. INTRODUCTION

JavaScript is the most popular programming language for client-side web programming. Advances in browser technologies and JavaScript engines in the recent years have fueled the use of JavaScript in Rich Internet Applications, and several mobile platforms including Android, iOS, Tizen, Windows 8, Blackberry, Firefox OS, support applications written in HTML5/JavaScript. A key reason behind the popularity of JavaScript programs is that they are portable. Once written, JavaScript based applications can be executed on any platform that has a web browser with JavaScript support, which is quite common in modern day devices. JavaScript being a dynamic language, also attracts developers through its flexible features that do not require explicit memory management, static typing and compilation. With a renewed interest in JavaScript, many complex applications such as Google docs, gmail, and a variety of games are being developed using HTML5/JavaScript. However, unlike C/C++, Java and C#, JavaScript is significantly shorthanded in the tools landscape. The dynamic and reflective nature of JavaScript makes it hard to analyze it statically [27, 34, 25].

In this paper, we present a dynamic analysis framework, called JALANGI, for JavaScript. The framework provides a few useful abstractions and an API that significantly simplifies implementation of dynamic analyses for JavaScript. The framework works through source code instrumentation and allows implementation of various heavy-weight dynamic analyses techniques. JALANGI incorporates two ideas:

1. Selective record-replay, a technique which enables to record and to faithfully replay a user-selected part of the program. For example, if a JavaScript application, uses several third-party modules, such as jQuery, Box2DJS, along with an application specific library called myapp.js, our framework enables us to only record and replay the behavior of myapp.js.

2. Shadow values, which enables us to associate a shadow value with any value used in the program. A shadow value can contain useful information about the actual value (e.g. taint information or symbolic representation of the actual value). The framework supports shadow execution on shadow values, a technique in which an analysis can update the shadow values and analysis state, on each operation performed by the actual execution. For example, a shadow execution can perform symbolic execution or dynamic taint propagation.
There are a few constraints which dictated the design of the above techniques in Jalangi.

1. We wanted to design a framework that is independent of browsers and JavaScript engines. Such a design enables us to design dynamic analyses that are not tied to a particular JavaScript engine. Independence from browsers and JavaScript engines also enables us to easily maintain our framework in the face of rapidly evolving browser landscape—we do not need to upgrade or rebuild our framework whenever there is an update of the underlying browser. We achieve browser independence through selective source instrumentation. An attractive feature of Jalangi is that it can operate even if certain source files are not instrumented.

2. We wanted a framework where dynamic analysis of an actual execution on a browser (e.g. a mobile browser) can be performed on a desktop or a cloud machine. This is important when we want to perform a heavy-weight analysis, such as symbolic execution. A heavy-weight analysis is often impossible to perform on a resource constrained mobile browser. Moreover an analysis that requires access to various system resources, such as file system, cannot be implemented in a browser without significantly modifying the browser. We address this design constraint through a two-phase analysis framework. In the first phase, an instrumented JavaScript application is executed and recorded on a user selected platform (e.g. mobile Chrome running on Android). In the second phase, the recorded data is utilized to perform a user specified dynamic analysis on a desktop environment.

3. A dynamic analyses framework should allow easy implementation of a dynamic analysis. Previous research [31, 20, 8, 6, 21] and our experience with concolic testing [13, 30] and race detection techniques have shown that support for shadow values and shadow execution could significantly simplify implementation of dynamic analyses techniques. A straightforward way to implement shadow values would be to replace any value, say val, used in a JavaScript execution by an object, called annotated value, \{actual: val, shadow: "tainted"\}, where the field actual stores the actual value and the field shadow can store necessary information about val. To accomodate such replacements, we modify every operation (e.g. +, *, field access) performed by the JavaScript execution because every value, whether primitive or not, could now be wrapped by an object. The modified operations first retrieve the actual values from the annotated values representing the operands of the operation and then perform the operation on the actual values to compute the result of the operation. This simple implementation would work if we could modify every operation performed by a JavaScript engine. Unfortunately, Jalangi instruments only user-specified code. Moreover, Jalangi cannot instrument native code. Therefore, if we call array.pop(), where array is an annotated value and pop is a native function, we will get an exception. Jalangi alleviates this problem by using the selective record-replay engine: it only records the execution of the instrumented code and replays the instrumented code. Any code that is not and can not be instrumented, including native code, is not executed during the replay phase. Since Jalangi supports shadow values and shadow execution during the replay phase, it will never execute un-instrumented code on annotated values. Thus, Jalangi’s record-replay technique is necessary for correct support of shadow values and shadow execution.

In Jalangi, we have implemented several existing and new dynamic analyses:

- Concolic testing [13, 30]: concolic testing performs symbolic execution along a concrete execution path, generates a logical formula denoting a constraint on the input values, and solves a constraint to generate new test inputs that would execute the program along previously unexplored paths. Our implementation of concolic testing supports constraints over integer, string, and object types and novel type constraints.

- Tracking origins of null and undefined [6]: this analysis records source code locations where null and undefined values come into existence and reports them if they cause an error. Whenever there is an error due to such literals, such as accessing the field of a null value, the shadow value of the literal is reported to the user.

- Dynamic taint analysis [21, 9]: a dynamic taint analysis is a form of information flow analysis which checks if information can flow from a specific set of memory locations, called sources, to another set of memory locations, called sinks. We have implemented a simple form of dynamic taint analysis in Jalangi.

- Detecting likely type inconsistencies: this dynamic analysis checks if an object created at a given program location can assume multiple inconsistent types. Sometimes these kinds of type inconsistencies could point us to a potential bug in the program. We have noticed such issues in two SunSpider benchmark programs.

- Simple object allocation profiler: this dynamic analysis computes the number of objects created at a given allocation site and how often the object has been accessed. If an allocation site creates too many constant objects, then it could lead to memory inefficiency. We have found such a problem in one of the web applications in our benchmark suite.

Jalangi is available at https://github.com/SRA-SiliconValley/jalangi under Apache 2.0 license. We evaluated Jalangi on the CPU-intensive SunSpider benchmark suite and on several user-interaction rich web applications. Our evaluation results show that Jalangi has an average overhead of 26X during recording and 30X during replay. This is better than PinPlay [22] by a factor of 2X-3X and slower than Valgrind [20]. We also found that existing dynamic analyses could easily be implemented in Jalangi.

2. TECHNICAL DETAILS

To simplify exposition of our techniques (and to avoid explanation of the nuances of JavaScript), we use a simple
JavaScript-like imperative language. The syntax of this language is shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pgrm} & ::= \langle v: \text{Stmt} \rangle^* \\
\text{Stmt} & ::= \text{var } v \\
& \quad \text{c = } v, v \\
& \quad v = v op v3 \\
& \quad v1 = \text{call}(v2, v3, v4, \ldots) \\
& \quad \text{if } v \text{ goto } \ell \\
& \quad \text{return } v \\
& \quad v1 = v2[v3] \\
& \quad v1[v2] = v3 \\
& \quad \text{function } v1(p1, \ldots)(\langle \ell: \text{Stmt} \rangle^*) \\
\end{align*}
\]

A program in this language is a sequence of labeled statements. The statements in the language are in three-address code. If \( v \) \text{ goto } \ell \) is the only statement that allows conditional jump to an arbitrary statement. A compiler framework can be used to convert more complex statements of JavaScript into statements of this language by introducing temporary variables and by adding additional statement labels. For example, control-flow statements, such as while, for, can be converted into a sequence of statements in this language using if \( v \) \text{ goto } \ell \). We use the statement \( v1 = \text{call}(v2, v3, v4, \ldots) \) to represent function, method, and constructor calls, where \( v2 \) denotes the function that is being called, \( v3 \) denotes the this object inside the function, and \( v4, \ldots \) denote the arguments passed to the function. We use \( v1[v2] \) to denote both access to an element of an array and access to a field of an object.

2.1 Selective Record-Replay

We assume that the user of JALANGI selects a subset of the JavaScript source in a web application for record-replay. JALANGI instruments the user-selected source for record-replay. During the recording phase, the application is executed with the instrumented files on a platform of the user's choice (e.g. a mobile browser or a node.js interpreter). During recording, the entire application is executed, i.e. all instrumented and un-instrumented JavaScript files and native codes get executed. During the replay phase, JALANGI only replays the execution of the instrumented sections. This asymmetry of execution in the two phases has two key advantages:

1. One could record an execution of a JavaScript application on an actual platform (e.g. a mobile browser) and then replay the execution for the purpose of debugging on a desktop JavaScript engine, such as node.js or a JavaScript engine embedded in an IDE. The replay does not require access to any browser-specific native JavaScript libraries such as libraries for manipulating the DOM.

2. During replay, since we avoid execution of un-instrumented code and native code, we can easily implement various dynamic analysis that depend on shadow values and shadow executions.

A trivial way to perform faithful record-replay of an execution is to record every value loaded from memory during an execution and use those values for corresponding memory loads in the replay phase. This approach has two challenges:

1) How do we record values of objects and functions? 2) How do we replay an execution when an un-instrumented function or a native function, such as the JavaScript event dispatcher, calls an instrumented function? Note that we do not allow the execution of un-instrumented and native functions during replay phase. Therefore, we need an alternative mechanism to execute instrumented functions that are being invoked by un-instrumented functions during recording. We address the first challenge by associating a unique numerical identifier with every object and function and by recording the value of those unique identifiers. We address the second challenge by explicitly recording and calling instrumented functions that are being invoked from un-instrumented functions or are dispatched by the JavaScript event dispatcher.

We avoid recording of every load of memory based on the following observation: if we can compute the value of a memory load during the replay phase by solely executing the instrumented code, then we do not need to record the value of the load.

In order to determine if the value of a memory load needs to be recorded, JALANGI maintains a shadow memory during the recording phase. The shadow memory is updated along with the actual memory during the execution of instrumented code. Execution of un-instrumented and native code does not update the shadow memory. During the load of memory in the recording phase, if JALANGI finds any difference between the value of the actual memory being loaded and the value stored in the corresponding shadow memory, JALANGI records the value of such memory loads. This ensures that correct values are available during the replay phase.

Figure 1 shows the instrumentation that JALANGI performs for record-replay. The instrumentation does not change the behavior of the actual execution. JALANGI introduces a shadow variable \( v' \) for every local and global variable \( v \). JALANGI introduces a local variable \( p' \) for every formal parameter \( p \) of an instrumented function. Similarly, for every field \( f \) of every object, JALANGI introduces a shadow field \( f' \). Note that if \( v1[v2] \) denotes access of the field denoted by the string stored in \( v2 \), then \( v1[v2 + \text{""}] \) denotes the access of the corresponding shadow field.

During the recording phase, JALANGI keeps the actual memory and shadow memory in sync as much as possible. Note that a field of an object may not be in sync with the corresponding shadow field if the field gets updated in native or un-instrumented code. Whenever a variable or a field of an object is updated, JALANGI adds instrumentation to update the corresponding shadow variable or shadow field of the object. For example, \( v1 = v2[v3] \) gets modified to \( v1' = v1 = v2[v3] \).

The instrumentation performs the following additional three transformations:

- If a local or global variable \( v \) or a field of an object \( v1[v2] \) is loaded in a statement, we first call \( v' = v = \text{sync}(v, v') \) or \( v1[v2 + \text{""}] = v1[v2] = \)
We replace `call(v2, v3, v4, ...)` by `sync(instrCall(v2, v3, v4, ...))`. During the replay phase, function `instrCall` invokes `call(v2, v3, v4, ...)`. If `v2` is instrumented. Otherwise, `instrCall` calls an uninstrumented function that is invoked while executing the replay phase. We use the function `replay` defined in Figure 2 to call instrumented functions whose callers are not instrumented.

- We insert the statement `enter(v1)` as the first statement of any instrumented function with name, say `v1`. In the recording phase, `enter(v1)` records the value of the function `v1`. In the replay phase, `instrCall` invokes the recorded function if the function is called from an un-instrumented or native function.

Figure 2 defines the functions `sync`, `instrCall`, and `enter`, which are inserted by JALANGI instrumentation. The library maintains an array `trace` of the recorded values along with their types. `trace[i]` stores the value of the `i`th memory load. The array is initialized and populated during the recording phase and is used in the replay phase. At the end of recording, `trace` is serialized to the filesystem in JSON format. During replay, the serialized file is used to initialize `trace`.

Function `sync` is defined as described before. If the second argument of `sync` is not provided, then we assume that the second argument is `undefined`. JALANGI uses the flag `recording` to indicate if an execution is meant for recording or replay. For a recording execution, if the two arguments of `sync` are different, then JALANGI records the value and the type of the value in the sparse array `trace`. Otherwise, JALANGI skips recording, i.e., keeps the entry `trace[i]` undefined. If the value of `v1` in `sync` is restricted to primitive types (i.e., `number`, `string`, `boolean`, `undefined`, or `null`), we can simply do `trace[i] = v1`. However, the type of `v1` could be an object or a function. To handle objects and functions, `sync calls trace[i] = getRecord(v1)`, where `getRecord(v1)` returns an object whose type field is set to the type of `v1` and `val` is set to `v1` if `v1` is of primitive type. If `v1` is a non-null object or function, then we use the unique numerical id of the object or function as its value to be recorded. The unique numerical id of a non-null object or function is stored in its hidden field `*id*`. If the object or function has no unique id, `getRecord` creates and assigns a unique numerical id to the object or function.

In a replay execution, if `trace[i]` is `undefined` inside a call of `sync`, then `sync` returns the value present in the actual memory. Otherwise, `sync` returns the value recorded in the `trace`. `sync` could simply return `trace[i]`, if the value of `v1` in `sync` is restricted to primitive types. Since type of `v1` could be object or function, `trace[i]` type records the type of `v1` and `trace[i].val` stores the value or unique id of `v1` if `v1` is of primitive type or object/function type, respectively. If the type of `v1` is non-null object or function, we need to return the object or function that has the unique id recorded in `trace[i].val`. `sync` calls `syncRecord(rec, v1)` to achieve this. `syncRecord` maintains a map, `objectMap`, from unique identifiers to object/functions. If `syncRecord` discovers that the recorded unique id maps to an object/function in the `objectMap`, it returns that object/function. Otherwise, if `syncRecord` finds that the recorded unique identifier has no map in the `objectMap`, `syncRecord` does the following:

- If `v` is a fresh object/function (i.e., which has not been assigned an unique id in the current execution), `syncRecord` assigns the recorded unique id `rec.val` to the object `v` and updates `objectMap` to remember this mapping. `syncRecord` returns the object `v`.

- Otherwise, `syncRecord` has encountered an undefined value or a stale value. Therefore, `syncRecord` creates a mock empty object/function, assigns the recorded id
function isCallable(v) {
    return typeof v === 'function';
}

function run(v) {
    return isCallable(v) ? v() : undefined;
}

Figure 2: Record-Replay Library

Figure 3: Annotated Value

to that object, updates the objectMap, and returns the mock object/function.

The function replay plays an important role in the replay phase. It ensures that any instrumented function that got invoked from an un-instrumented or native function, is called by JALANGI explicitly. The replay function is dependent on the enter function inserted at the beginning of every instrumented function. enter records the value of the function that is currently being executed. It also sets the field isFunCall of the record appended to trace to true. A true value of trace[i].isFunCall indicates the record appended to trace corresponds to the invocation of the function denoted by trace[i].val. Now let us see how this record is used in the replay phase. JALANGI calls instrCall in place of any call statement in the code. instrCall, in turn, invokes call if JALANGI is in the recording phase, or during replay phase when function f is instrumented. This ensures that JALANGI executes any function, whether instrumented or un-instrumented, normally during the recording phase, and that JALANGI only executes instrumented functions normally during the replay phase. If the function f inside instrCall is un-instrumented, then there is a possibility that f could have called some instrumented function in the recording phase. In order to replay the execution of those instrumented functions, JALANGI calls replay. replay first computes the function object by looking at the next record in the trace and then invokes it if isFunCall is true. The invocation does not pass any argument because JALANGI has no record of the arguments being passed to the function. The arguments get synced inside the function as they are being read inside the function.

JALANGI starts the replay phase by calling the replay function instead of calling the entry function of the application.

2.2 Shadow Values and Shadow Execution

JALANGI enables a robust framework for writing dynamic program analyses through shadow values and shadow execution. A user-defined shadow execution can be performed by JALANGI during the replay phase. JALANGI only performs shadow execution of instrumented code: without instrumentation, JALANGI cannot analyze the behavior of un-instrumented or native code.

In shadow execution, JALANGI allows the replacement of any value used in the execution by an annotated value. The annotated value can carry extra information about the actual value. For example, an annotated value can carry taint information in a taint analysis or a symbolic expression describing the actual value in symbolic execution. In JALANGI, we denote an annotated value using an object of type AnnotatedValue defined in Figure 3. An object of type AnnotatedValue has two fields: the field actual stores the actual
value and the field shadow stores the shadow value, i.e. extra information about the actual value. A value, say v, in JavaScript can be associated with shadow value, say s, by simply replacing v by new AnnotatedValue(v, s). The projection function $a(v)$ returns the actual value of v, if v is an annotated value and returns v otherwise. Similarly, the projection function $g(v)$ returns the shadow value associated with v if v is an annotated value and returns undefined otherwise.

If a JavaScript value is replaced by a user-defined annotated value during an analysis, the built-in JavaScript operations on the actual values instead would result in $v$.

Jalangí, we instrument code so that when an annotated value is passed as an argument to a JavaScript function, the function is called with its annotated value instead of the actual value. This allows us to perform symbolic execution on the annotated values, which can be used to infer information about the actual values.

The analysis creates an object anlys, which represents the values associated with the execution of a JavaScript function. If a function is called with two arguments, we can infer that the first argument is the actual value and the second argument is the annotated value.

In the example shown in Figure 4, the function $f(v, v')$ is called with two arguments. The first argument is the actual value $v$ and the second argument is the annotated value $v'$. If the function returns $v''$, we can infer that $v''$ is the shadow value associated with $v$.

### 2.3 Example Analysis: Tracking Origin of null and undefined Values

In Figure 6 we describe a simple dynamic analysis using the shadow execution framework for Jalangí. The analysis tracks the origin of null and undefined in a JavaScript execution. If during an execution, access is made to the field of a null or undefined value, or if an invocation of a function is executed on a value where null or undefined is encountered, the analysis can report the line number of code where the value is null or undefined.

The analysis creates an object anlys, where we define the methods literal, getField, and call. The operations corresponding to these methods could create null and undefined values. Therefore, if the value returned by any of these operations is null or undefined, we annotate the return value with the location information. getLocation() returns the line number in the original code where the instrumentation was inserted by Jalangí.

The above example shows how one could implement a dynamic analysis using Jalangí. In our framework, we have
implemented full concolic testing and taint analysis using shadow execution. We believe that many other dynamic analyses can be implemented easily using Jalangi.

3. EXAMPLE

Consider the example JavaScript program in Figure 7. Let us assume that the entire program is instrumented except the body of the function foo. The trace generated by an execution of the program in a browser is also shown in the Figure. Note that during the recording phase, we create an unique identifier for each of the objects accessed inside the body of the program. The object document is available in the browser, but the object never got created in the body of the program. During the replay, a mock object is created for document and the shadow variable mydoc will be undefined. Jalangi will, therefore, record the value of mydoc, when it is returned from myload. During the replay, Jalangi will sync the value of mydoc, which it will discover in objectMap.

The value of mydoc will be set to the mock object with id 2 created during the replay. Thus the replay phase will faithfully mimic the recorded execution even in a non-browser environment.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented Jalangi in JavaScript. The code of this framework is available under Apache 2.0 open-source license at https://github.com/SRA-SiliconValley/jalangi. In the actual implementation, we do not transform JavaScript into the three-address code described in Section 2. Rather we modify the AST in place by replacing each operation with an equivalent function call. We perform instrumentation ahead-of-time; in future, we plan to support load-time instrumentation using a proxy.

Handling eval

Jalangi exposes the instrumentation library as a function instrumentCode. This enables us also to dynamically instrument any code that is created and evaluated at runtime. For example, we modify any call to eval(a) to eval(instrumentCode(a)).

Handling Exceptions

Exceptions do not pose any particular challenge in Jalangi except for uncaught exceptions being thrown from un-instrumented code. We wrap every function within a try-catchfinally block. In the catch block, we re-throw the exception. In the finally block, we call any analysis specific
code corresponding to the function call.

Handling AJAX Calls and Event Handlers

Event handlers and handlers of AJAX calls appear as top-level function invocations in the recorded trace. If the handlers are instrumented, then the replay function defined in Figure 2 invokes them in the order in which they were invoked in the recorded execution.

In record-replay described in Figure 1, we record any literal value, any value returned by a function call, and any function value that is executed. This could still result in large amount of record data. In our implementation, we avoid recording any literal value. We only record the return value of a function, if the function is un-instrumented or native. Similarly, we avoid recording a function value at the beginning of the execution of the function, if the function is called from an instrumented function.

Concolic Testing

We have implemented concolic testing as an analysis in Jalangi. We store the symbolic expression corresponding to each concrete value in its shadow value. Concolic execution takes place during the replay phase: the shadow execution updates the shadow value of each value. We perform record-replay execution of the program for each generated input.

In our implementation of concolic testing, we handle linear integer constraints and string constraints involving concatenation, length, and regular expression matching. We also handle type constraints and a limited set of constraints over references. For example, if the type of an input variable is unknown, we infer the possible types of the variable by observing the operations performed on the variable.

Dynamic Taint Analysis

A dynamic taint analysis is a form information flow analysis which checks if information can flow from a specific set of memory locations, called sources, to another set of memory locations, called sink. We have implemented a simple form of dynamic taint analysis in Jalangi. In the analysis, we treat read of any field of any object, which has not previously been written by the instrumented source, as a source of taint. We treat any read of a memory location that could change the control-flow of the program as a sink. We attach taint information with the shadow value of an actual value. Taint information is propagated by implementing the various operations in the analysis. For example, if any of the operands of an operation is tainted, then we return an annotated value which is marked as tainted.

Detecting Likely Type Inconsistencies

The dynamic analysis checks if an object/function created at a given program location can assume multiple inconsistent types. It computes the types of object and function values created at each definition site in the program. Specifically, the analysis associates every object/function value with the static program location where the object/function value got created. It also maps each such program location to the type that the objects/functions created at the location can assume during the course of the execution. If an object or a function value defined at a program location has been observed to assume more than one type during the execution, the analysis reports the program location along with the observed types. Sometimes these kind of type inconsistencies could point us to a potential bug in the program. We have noticed such issues in two SunSpider benchmark programs.

Simple Object Allocation Profiler

This dynamic analysis records the number of objects created at a given allocation site and how often the fields of the objects created at a given allocation site have been accessed. The analysis also tracks if the objects’ fields have been updated, that is the analysis tracks if the objects created at a given allocation site are read-only or a constant. The analysis reports the maximum and average difference between the object creation time and the most recent access time of the object. Time is reported in terms of the number of instructions being executed. If an allocation site creates too many constant objects, then it could lead to performance issues. We have found such an issue in one of the web applications in our benchmark suite.

Limitations

Jalangi implementation has the following known limitations which can prevent it from doing high-fidelity replay in some scenarios. Some of these limitations arise in ECMAScript 5. Jalangi will fail to record if a JavaScript engine disallows access to arguments.callee at the beginning of a function call. This is a problem if an entire script is made to run in strict mode. Jalangi cannot handle updates made through the setter method of an object in ECMAScript 5. Jalangi cannot handle the with construct properly. Jalangi cannot track implicit type conversion of externally created objects to primitive types. JSON.stringify cannot accurately record a floating point number, which could lead to imprecision during replay. We believe that these limitations could be addressed in a future release.

5. EVALUATION

We next report our results of evaluating Jalangi on several benchmark programs. In our evaluation, we focussed on four aspects: 1) ease of writing dynamic analyses, 2) fidelity and robustness of record-replay, 3) performance of Jalangi, and 4) programming issues detected during dynamic analyses.

5.1 Ease of Writing Dynamic Analyses

We have written five dynamic analyses and a condition coverage tool on top of Jalangi. The condition coverage tool has 47 lines of JavaScript code, the origin tracker for null and undefined has 61 lines of JavaScript code, taint analysis has 68 lines of code, the object allocation tracker has 174 lines of code, the type inconsistency checker has 543 lines of code, and concolic testing has 2225 lines of code. In comparison, a concolic testing tool for Java with lesser functionalities had more than 20,000 lines of code. Even though number of lines of code is not a good measure for the ease of writing a dynamic analysis, it provides a rough estimate of the complexity of writing an analysis on top of Jalangi.

5.2 Fidelity and Robustness

By fidelity, we mean the similarity between recording and replay executions. By robustness, we mean the ability of
Jalangi to handle a program without introducing any errors or exceptions of its own. To check fidelity of Jalangi, we recorded all the memory loads both in record and replay phases and checked if the two sequences of loads are the same. Despite the limitations described in the previous section, we managed to run Jalangi without any error on all programs that we considered for evaluation. Jalangi produced exactly the same sequence of memory loads and followed exactly the same execution paths.

5.3 Performance of Jalangi

We performed record-replay on 26 programs in the JavaScript SunSpider (http://www.webkit.org/perf/sunspider/sunspider.html) benchmark suite and on five web apps written for the Tizen OS using HTML5/JavaScript (https://developer.tizen.org/downloads/sample-web-applications). The web apps include annex—a two-player strategy game, shopping list—which uses local storage API of HTML5, scientific calculator, go—a two-player strategy game, and tenframe—a math-based three-game combo for kids. During the replay phase of these benchmark programs, we ran three dynamic analyses: no analysis (denoted by empty), tracking origins of null and undefined (denoted by track), and a taint analysis (denoted by taint). We report the overhead associated with the recording and replay phases in Table 1. The experiments were performed on a laptop with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8 GB RAM. We ran the web apps on Chrome 25 and performed the replay executions on node.js 0.8.14. We use time system command to measure runtime.

The SunSpider benchmarks have relatively small number of lines of code, but they perform CPU intensive computations. The web apps perform both CPU intensive computations and manipulation of the DOM. We didn’t measure the slowdown of the web apps because these are mostly interactive applications. For the SunSpider benchmark suite, we observed an average slowdown of 26X during the recording phase with a minimum of 1.5X and a maximum of 93X. On the empty analysis during the replay phase, we observed an average slowdown of 30X with a minimum of 1.5X and a maximum of 93X. Track analysis showed an average slowdown of 32.75X with a minimum of 1.5X and a maximum of 96X. The slowdown in recording is 2X-3X lower than that of PinPlay [22] and the slowdown in the analysis phase is slightly higher than slowdown noticed in valgrind [20], a heavy-weight dynamic analysis tool for x86. We didn’t make any effort to optimize our implementation, but we believe suitable optimizations could further reduce the overhead. For some programs in the SunSpider suite we noticed that the number values recorded is quite high and recording phase associated with the recording and replay phases in Table 1. The object allocation profiler noticed that the method CreateP (X,Y, Z) was mostly called as a constructor, but at one location it was invoked with the second argument set to undefined. We believe that this could be an unintended behavior.

6. RELATED WORK

There is a large body of work on record-replay systems (see [10, 11] for survey of this area). In this section, we discuss the papers that are closely related to Jalangi. JSBench [26] is a technique for creating JavaScript benchmarks using record-replay mechanisms. JSBench captures
independent dynamic program analyses for JavaScript. Jalangi tries to fill this gap by providing a dynamic analysis framework in which the idea of shadow values in the context of x86 binaries has been previously proposed in [20, 36] and has been used in several analysis tools [36, 21, 6, 8]. Instead of creating a separate address space for shadow values, Jalangi wraps each JavaScript value in an object of type AnnotatedValue. This simple technique is possible due to the dynamic nature of JavaScript.

In the recent years, several static [35, 14, 1, 12, 34, 32] and dynamic analysis [24, 27, 3, 17] tools for JavaScript have been proposed. Richards et al. [27] observed that dynamic features are widely used in JavaScript programs. These dynamic features make static analysis of JavaScript applications hard and previous research efforts have either ignored or made incorrect assumptions regarding these dynamic features. Dynamic analysis tools developed for JavaScript include tools for testing [3, 29], race detection [24], and security analysis [33]. However, there exists no dynamic analysis framework for JavaScript similar to valgrind [20], PIN [16], or DynamoRIO [7] for x86. Jalangi tries to fill this gap by providing a dynamic analysis framework in which one could easily prototype and build sophisticated browser-independent dynamic program analyses for JavaScript.
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